Editorial Introduction

A REALISTIC POLITICAL IDEAL*

BY DAVID SCHMIDTZ

Abstract: Over the past decade, political philosophers and political theorists have had a common purpose: to reflect on the merits of realism and idealism when theorizing about the human condition and the nature of justice. We have settled that no one is against being realistic or against being idealistic per se. The contributions to this volume represent a conversation about what would make one attempt to articulate ideals better than another.

Many of us remember when self-styled realists would say of communism: It’s a beautiful theory, but it wouldn’t work in practice. Some of today’s idealists have taken up a refrain reminiscent of yesterday’s realists: namely, not working in practice does not preclude being beautiful in theory.

Normally, if we say, “x would be ideal!” we envision x being an ideal response to a problem. If x is untested, our vision may turn out to have been utopian, but the logic of x makes x seem worth a try. Or so we can believe until and unless the actual trying teaches us otherwise. If being worth a try is implicit in being ideal, then alleged ideals become testable; theory and practice can separate hypotheses we can endorse from hypotheses we should reject. In that case, we can make progress. Theory and practice can lead us to possibly sadder but in any case wiser conceptions of what genuinely is worth a try.

I. What Would Be Ideal

Let’s say realism studies the human condition as it is, while idealism studies the human condition as it could be. No one objects to studying the human condition as it is, or as it could be. What divides scholars is not whether to theorize about ideals, but how to do it competently.
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Utopian idealism equates “what could be” with what is logically possible, or more narrowly, what is metaphysically possible. Still more specifically, utopian idealists focus on what we could do if we tried — tried hard.¹ That is what makes utopian idealism utopian.

Realistic idealism parts ways with utopian thought at this point. Realistic idealism works in a different space; let’s call it the realm of what is politically possible. A realistic idealist says it matters not only what could be if we try, but what will be if we try. Simplifying considerably, a utopian asks what is possible; a realist asks what is predictable.²

Utopians concede that what will happen if we try x bears on whether we should try x, in practice, but say that this has no bearing on whether we should call x ideal. This is why David Estlund (arguably our most prominent utopian) dwells on Professor Procrastinate. Procrastinate is weak-willed. He tries in his predictably unimpressive way, but does not try hard enough. Thus, what he will do predictably falls short of what he could do. He knows he should promise to finish a particular task, but also knows he would not keep his promise. We infer what Procrastinate should be, and ideally would be, from what he could be, not from what he is. Given who Procrastinate is, we ask, “is someone like that even allowed to make promises?” But we ask that question without casting any doubt on what Procrastinate ideally would do.

So far, realists agree. Estlund is talking about parametric contexts. Procrastinate being unable to will his own compliance with morality has no bearing on whether he ought to comply.

II. What Would Be Ideal in a Strategic World

Then Estlund extends his point to strategic contexts. In a Carens Market, everyone is taxed in such a way that everyone ends up with equal disposable income after taxes. Yet, despite this, we imagine everyone working hard to maximize gross income. Everyone working hard is within the realm of what (conceivably) could be, but outside the realm of what (predictably) would be. Accordingly, as all sides agree, the Carens Market is a utopian ideal but not a realistic ideal.³

¹ Readers familiar with the literature will know that this terminology is inspired by David Estlund. His influence is apparent throughout this volume. Most of the papers in this volume reflect on Estlund’s contributions, and rightly so. Estlund’s own contribution to this volume reflects on conversations over drafts of these essays in turn, and accordingly is a new and constructive chapter in this debate. See Jacob Levy’s essay in particular, which emerged in part from exchanges of successive drafts with Dave.

² Ed Hall’s essay effectively makes a more general point about what it takes for an idealization’s implications to be political implications.

³ The realm of the metaphysically possible sounds like a large space, and yet visions (utopian or otherwise) have a way of failing to anticipate possibilities whose realization was just around the corner. Indeed, we can hardly imagine capabilities already realized. Many people have a sense that, for example, the quality of food has improved, but have no
All sides accept that the behavior that the Carens Market predictably would induce is not ideal. Yet, Estlund stresses, the supposition “that we shouldn’t institute the Carens Market because people won’t comply with it, doesn’t refute the theory” that people should comply.\footnote{David Estlund, \textit{Democratic Authority} (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2011), 217.}

This is the point well illustrated by Professor Procrastinate, but it does not apply when the problem is strategic. My strategic problem, as a political animal trying to cope with the all-too-predictable logic of the Carens Market, is not my faux-inability to command my own will, but rather this perfectly real fact: commanding the wills of my fellow citizens is nowhere to be found in my option set. That I do not choose for everyone is the political fact of life. It is nothing like weakness of will.

Suppose I imagine that \textit{pawn to E4} is the ideal move, but the idea of so moving brings on a panic attack. Estlund’s point: whether I can bring myself to move my pawn has no bearing on whether \textit{pawn to E4} is the ideal move. True.

My point: Although my inability to move myself has nothing to do with whether \textit{pawn to E4} is the ideal move, my inability to move my partner has everything to do with whether \textit{pawn to E4} is ideal. Suppose I say \textit{pawn to E4} is my ideal move. You note that Black would checkmate me in three moves. Suppose I say, that’s relevant to whether I should move my pawn to E4 in practice, but it is not relevant to whether \textit{pawn to E4} is an ideal. Ideally, strategic contexts would not be strategic contexts. In that utopian sense, \textit{pawn to E4}, and the Carens Market, are ideal.\footnote{Particular examples illustrate particular points. What is illustrated here is the difference between being faux-unable to choose for myself and being genuinely unable to choose for others. If the point were to distinguish between choosing moves within a game and choosing the basic structure of the game, there would be better examples.}

To a realist, however, imagining \textit{what would} be ideal in a parametric world is no substitute for being able to see \textit{what is} ideal in a strategic world.\footnote{For more on this, see James Woodward’s treatment of this distinction.} Imagining a world so unlike ours that what one wishes were ideal actually would be ideal is no substitute for seeing what is ideal in worlds like ours. We have no warrant for setting aside features of reality that embarrass the vision we long to find believable.

III. Ideals and Contingency

The consensus seems to be that \(x\) can be ideal even if not achievable, but cannot be ideal if \(x\) is not worth wanting.
Suppose I see lasagna as the perfect dish to serve my guests tonight. Lasagna seems ideal for tonight’s dinner, but that changes when ransacking my kitchen confirms that a key ingredient is missing. Lasagna would have been perfect — ideal in the sense that I could not have done better (even leaving aside considerations of feasibility). But when my reality check reveals that lasagna is not feasible, I switch to Plan B.\(^7\)

By contrast, imagine learning instead that my guest of honor is allergic to tomatoes. This second reality check tells me not that lasagna is infeasible but that lasagna is a bad idea. My guest being allergic to tomatoes limits what I should cook, but not by limiting what I can cook.\(^8\)

“Reality checks” bring us down to earth. One kind reveals the limits of what is feasible. Another reveals the limits of what is desirable.

Similarly, when we ask whether we are looking at an ideal picnic spot, answers won’t depend on whether ravines stand between us and an otherwise ideal spot. Ravines affect whether getting there is feasible, not whether being there is desirable. But if we are talking about a reality check of the second kind (say, learning that a picnic spot would be a terrible place to eat), that tells us that the spot is less than ideal. The point is not that we can’t get there, but that even if we could, we would not want to.

A rule of thumb regarding the two reality checks: In general, what it would take to get there is a question of feasibility. What it would be like to be there is a question of desirability. So, if someone warns us that the Carens Market would not work in a strategic world, are they warning us against thinking the Carens Market is feasible, or against thinking the Carens Market is desirable?

IV. Idealization

Idealizations simplify, setting aside details for tractability’s sake. Realistically, every theory idealizes. Every map sets aside details so as to help anticipated users focus on what brought them to the map. Every theory is

---

\(^7\) Note: I regard Plan B as the best I can do under the circumstances, but I do not regard Plan B as ideal. Instead, when I give up on the plan to make lasagna and switch to Plan B, I do so with regret about a solution that seemed within reach and that would have been better. If I restock the missing ingredient so that lasagna will be a real option next time, that confirms that Plan B is merely best under the circumstances, not ideal.

\(^8\) Notice that information about my guest’s allergy changes my thinking about what is ideal for tonight’s dinner without changing what I imagine would have been ideal under different (under ideal) circumstances. Also, I can ask what is best given what is available or I can ask what would have been best if the realm of the feasible had been different (that is, if I had possessed all the ingredients). I also can ask what would have been best if the realm of the desirable had been different (that is, given guests without allergies). You can see how the latter question would seem meaningful to some and vacuous to others. See the essay in this volume by Sayre-McCord and Brennan, as well as the essay by Stemplowska.
an idealization. Every idealization is a risk and a trade-off. So, idealization per se cannot be a mistake, yet not every trade-off is well handled.9

Well-handled idealizations simplify by setting aside variables that make no difference to the question at hand. Suppose we aim to determine water’s boiling point. So we say, let’s classify questions about altitude as distracting details and set them aside. That particular idealization would, of course, contingently turn out to be a mistake. As matter of fact, altitude is no mere distraction when it comes to determining water’s boiling point. Boiling point turns on atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure turns on altitude. Whether altitude or anything else is a mere detail can be an empirical matter — a matter for discovery, not stipulation.

For Rawls, to assume bargainers choose for a closed society “is a considerable abstraction, justified only because it enables us to focus on certain main questions free from distracting details.”10 What would settle whether this is a mistake? If \( x \) is a mere distraction, nothing changes when we set it aside. If everything changes, \( x \) was not a mere distraction. If we must set aside factor \( x \) in order to have circumstances in which \( y \) would be ideal, that explains both when \( y \) would be ideal, and when it would not be.11

Rawls says, “Until the ideal is identified, at least in outline — and that is all we should expect — nonideal theory lacks an objective.”12 To be clear, the pitfall with doing ideal theory first arises if we treat ideal theory as a task we can finish and put behind us before moving to practical applications. The truth: at stage one, we are merely imagining hypotheses; we are not yet testing them. At stage two, we are testing ideals, not taking for granted that the only remaining question is how to apply them. Suppose an idea turns out to be predictably incompetent as a response to a real problem, but all we ask is that it be an ideal response to a more “perfect” problem. In that case, we are insulating ourselves from the kind of feedback that tells theorists when their idea is not good enough.13

9 Jenann Ismael’s essay is an immense contribution to our understanding of the subtleties of this point. I do not employ Onora O’Neill’s distinction between abstraction and idealization here, but see her Towards Justice and Virtue. A Constructive Account of Practical Reasoning (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).


11 Sometimes, the surprising upshot of idealization is that the factor we set aside turns out to be where the action is. That too is a valuable exercise. Consider the Coase Theorem, which showed that transaction costs are economically pivotal by demonstrating that everything changes when we set them aside.


13 Suppose an asteroid were about to collide with Earth. What would be an ideal response? Hypothesis: we first need to ask, what would be ideal under ideal conditions? Leading our list of ideal conditions: ideally, there is no asteroid about to collide with Earth. Having noted that ideally there is no asteroid, which of these is an ideal response? (1) Strive to make it true that there is no asteroid, or (2) Do what would be ideal in the ideal world in which there is no asteroid. The second response seems confused, of course, but not because it is internally inconsistent or otherwise fails on its own terms. Rather, it fails to distinguish what is ideal from what \textit{would be} ideal under ideal conditions. See the essays by Eric MacGilvray and Andrew Mason.
V. The Logic of the System

One enduring feature of the human condition is that we are, after all, political animals. (1) We are decision makers. (2) We are decision makers who want and need to live together. (3) As decision makers, we respond to circumstances. (4) As social beings, we respond to the circumstance that we live among decision makers — other political animals who treat our choices as part of their circumstances and respond accordingly. If our theorizing is not about that, then we are not theorizing about politics. 14

To be a political animal is to be faced with the fact that “mutual cooperation” is a possible outcome, but not a possible choice. Political animals can pray for mutual cooperation. They can work toward it. What political animals cannot do is simply choose it.

It is fine to set aside details to reveal an underlying logic predictably operating across worlds. But if we set aside the fact that incentive structures affect behavior in a law-like, robustly predictable way, then we aren’t setting aside details to reveal an underlying logic. We’re setting aside the logic. 15

There is a literature on whether Rawls was warranted in assuming that ideal bargainers would fully comply with principles of justice. But consider how much greater a stretch it is to assume that ideal bargainers not only take their own compliance but the compliance of others as given. Rawls says, “An important feature of a conception of justice is that it should generate its own support,” 16 but if we take the compliance of others as given, we are not checking to see whether a conception generates its own support. Instead, we are imagining how beautiful it would be to not need to check — to not have a political problem. 17 To say “ideally we would not have compliance problems” is like saying “ideally we would not need to drive defensively.” It is a remark about a world whose problems, and therefore whose solutions—whose ideals—are not like ours.

An institutional structure is an incentive structure, so to call an institutional structure ideal is to say the incentive structure it instantiates is ideal.

14 Jerry Gaus’s essay offers a realistic approach to public reason, and to the fact that our conclusions regarding justice do not converge. A society devoted to a single ideal is the antithesis of human society at its best. See also Gerald Gaus, The Tyranny of the Ideal (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016).

15 It matters that the impact of incentive structures on behavior is twofold. First, people respond to incentives. Second, people anticipate other players responding to incentives; crucially, it is not defective of you to ponder what you will do when the Carens Market’s logic leads your employees and suppliers to stop showing up.

16 Rawls, Law of Peoples, 119. Perhaps that is why Rawls invited us to see “I cut, you choose” as a paradigm of fairness among separate agents who have destinations of their own, yet see the point of cooperating. “I cut, you choose” is a norm of fairness that generates its own support in a strategic world. Now imagine someone proposing “I cut, I choose” as a norm of fairness. But “I cut, I choose” is not an ideal of fairness, and we cannot turn it into an ideal of fairness by stipulating away every feature of the human condition that makes “I cut, I choose” unfair.

17 See Annette Förster’s essay.
To choose an incentive structure is to choose a compliance problem. To set aside our chosen compliance problem, as a detail best ignored, is to set aside the nature of what we are choosing as a detail best ignored. We can conceptually distinguish a basic structure from the compliance problem that goes with it, but if we imagine they can be picked separately, we misunderstand the nature of a basic structure. There is only one thing to pick: to pick the structure is to pick the problem. To have picked a bad problem is to have picked a bad structure. So, again, our issue is not whether to theorize about ideals, but how to do it well. Are we trying to identify an ideal metaphysical possibility, or an ideal logic?

VI. What To Think

G. A. Cohen says, “the question for political philosophy is not what to do but what to think, even when what we should think makes no practical difference.”

Think about what? Political philosophers think about how to form a community, hold it together, and make it worth holding together. They think about whether our world is just. Our thoughts about justice may not matter, as Cohen says, but the fact remains that justice itself matters, and in a particular way. Justice makes for a society where people thrive. Thus, if I am horrified to learn that my loved ones will grow up in what I call a just society (where farmers who hoard the People’s food are executed, say), then I need to rethink what I call a just society. A prospect of growing up in a just society may guarantee little, but still it ought to be good news, not bad news.

Cohen supposes we can ask whether communism is ideal in theory without asking whether communism is predictably nightmarish in practice. To be sure, we all understand that justice can be a general rule even

---


19 Let’s not confuse this with talking about policy as opposed to theory. To say political theory is theory about what holds communities together and makes them worth holding together is not to propose a policy; it is to identify political theory’s subject matter. See, for example, the essay by William Galston.

20 At one time, John Rawls saw his theoretical framework as neutral between capitalism and socialism. Theories can be neutral, but reality is not. Reality does not speak in an unequivocal voice, since no empirical result has only one explanation. Yet, reality does speak. In 1989 it spoke against the socialism that G. A. Cohen (and his father before him) had spent a lifetime defending. The test was not a clean test. No empirical test ever is. Still, it left us needing to decide how to react to seeing socialism turning out as it did. One internally coherent option is to say, “socialism does not work, but we are in the realm of philosophical analysis, not a realm subject to empirical testing. Ideals cannot be disconfirmed.” Realists, of course, ask for more than internal coherence. See the essay by Michael Frazer.
though there are exceptions. But we also understand that if the human condition is the exception to the rule, then there is no general rule. We can imagine feeling a need to temper justice with mercy in a special case, but if humanitarianism precludes what we call justice in normal cases, then we need to rethink.

We can imagine cases in which doing justice is wrong on humanitarian grounds. But we should not need to be imaginative to come up with a case in which doing what we call justice would be right on humanitarian grounds.

VII. Complacency

To be sure, we want to avoid complacent realism. But the problem with complacent realism isn’t the realism; it’s the complacency. Utopians worry that realism makes concessions to the reality of the human condition that are out of place when the task is to articulate ideals; the time for concessions is during the implementation stage.

Realists, by contrast, see ideals themselves as testable. We need high standards not only when assessing implementations, but also when assessing ideals themselves. High standards involve testing one’s view that \( x \) is an ideal structure by asking whether it predictably, not merely possibly, would get an ideal response.

David Estlund supposes, “that a standard won’t be met might count against people’s behavior rather than against the standard.” The point is valid. Indeed, it takes two to make the kind of defect that Estlund is talking about. The bare fact that people respond badly to a standard does not entail that the standard is faulty. As Estlund correctly notes, we may predict that students will fail our exam without blaming our exam. Yet, noncomplacent reflection on a predictably bad outcome begins with the role we know ourselves to be playing in making it happen. That students predictably misread double negations is not a defect in our exam, but littering our exam with double negations is. To avoid complacency, we internalize something like this imperative: don’t judge people according to whether they fit your vision. Judge your vision according to whether it

---

21 Justice has to do with what we ought to be able to expect from each other, and what we ought to be able to expect from each other will have conventional aspects specific to a given time and place. Obviously, justice will have universal aspects, too. Justice will always have something to do with what people are due, for example, and there will never be a time when punishment is what innocent people are due.

22 Neera Badhwar, along with William Galston and others, stresses that, on that particular point, they agree with Estlund and Cohen.

23 Estlund, Democratic Authority, 209.

24 Estlund says, “People could be good, they just aren’t. Their failures are avoidable and blameworthy, but also entirely to be expected as a matter of fact. So far, there is no discernible defect in the theory, I believe. For all we have said, the standards to which it holds people might be sound and true. The fact that people won’t live up to them even though they could is a defect of the people, not of the theory” (Democratic Authority, 264).
fits people. If your double negations confuse students in a way that is not ideal, then your exam is not ideal and you need to fix it.  

VIII. Ideals For A Political World, Not A Moral World

Why not judge our world by comparing it to a world without injustice? What could go wrong? Consider that a world without sentient beings is a world without injustice. Could that tell us anything about justice? My conjecture is that comparisons that illuminate will be to worlds that solve problems like ours, not worlds that lack problems like ours. How would recognizably human cooperators solve problems like ours? Would they devise contract law? Would they evolve ways of tracking reputations?

What about comparing our world to a world of angels — beings who, by definition, cannot need solutions to problems like ours? As a model of a world without injustice, a world of angels is superficially more inspiring than a world devoid of sentient life, but just as incapable of helping human agents sort out what to regard as an ideal that is fit for a political world.

I once playfully speculated that justice is not a thing in itself so much as the logical complement of injustice. Progress, as we observe it, moves toward an open future of expanding potential, not toward a peak (a point of convergence where all possibilities for future progress are exhausted). The peak metaphor is a metaphor for a theoretical construct, not a metaphor for anything ever observed. Pits, by comparison, are all too real. So, I proposed, justice is not a natural kind. Justice is less a peak and more a matter of not being in a pit: an absence of slavery, sexism, racism . . . Not being in a pit is an ideal — a realistic ideal — but it is not a peak.

25 David Estlund (forthcoming in Kevin Vallier and Michael Weber, eds., Political Utopias, Oxford University Press) supposes, “prime justice might be utopian, in the sense that the standards are so high that there is strong reason to believe they will never be met.” But how would we know whether utopian justice is a high standard? Is there any test? If I find myself thinking that imposing my principles would be fine if only people weren’t so defective, how do I know when to infer not that my standards for people are way too high but that my standards for principles are way too low? For related discussion, see the essay by Neera Badhwar.

26 One issue for realists, not an artifact of utopian theorizing by any means, is that solutions to today’s problems shape tomorrow’s problems. That can affect whether today’s problem is worth solving. We use topological metaphors to represent such issues. The topological metaphors suggest that path-dependent, piecemeal problem solving can lead to our converging on local rather than global peaks. There has to be a grain of truth to the metaphor, even if we have never seen a local peak from which human beings cannot make upward moves. If we represent the terrain as jagged in that way, then we probably also should represent human beings as able to leap from one slope to another. I thank Matt Sleat for helpful discussion without presuming that Matt would be on board with these remarks.

27 Alexander Rosenberg offers his own playful (and brilliant) amendment, asking us to imagine that the terrain is itself actively rolling in rubbery ways, somewhat unpredictably bouncing us around as we dance toward what seems at the moment to be higher ground. Rosenberg thus takes the metaphor in the direction of a different (if not uncongenial) point: namely, what once was relatively high ground need not always be so. Moreover, the very terrain will have the shape it has at a given moment partly because it is responding to our trying to make a place for ourselves within it.
Liberalism presupposes that on a range of key questions about how to live a meaningful life (including choice of religion), there is no consensus. The absence of consensus is not an imperfection. Being among separate persons who decide for themselves may not be a peak, but neither is it an injustice. Responding to that reality is not a compromise. Politics is our characteristically human survival mechanism. It is a feature, not a bug.  

Regarding religion, we learned from experience, not from theory, that the political ideal is not to determine who has the best destination but simply to manage traffic. Religion may be our best historical example of how moral ideals and political ideals come apart. That is, even if coordinating on some particular utopian vision were the moral ideal, minimizing the need to coordinate would be the corresponding political ideal. The definitive liberal political ideal can be a vision of not needing to regard people with different destinations as mortal enemies.

Among people who lack a common destination, a vision of justice worth wanting will be a set of mutual expectations that effectively manages the traffic (the trucking and bartering, the dealing, the cooperating) that is the essence of mutually advantageous cooperative society. Rawls might say that until we identify an ideal destination, traffic management lacks an objective. But that sounds like a testable factual claim. Is it true?

The contributors to this volume have a lot to say about how we would know.

Philosophy, University of Arizona

Presumably, the human condition does not evolve rapidly enough for justice’s basic content to change much, and justice will never change in such a way that it could become just to punish a person for being innocent. So, Rosenberg’s metaphor does not presuppose that justice is wildly unstable, but only that it need not be timeless. Justice is, perhaps, a framework of mutual expectation whose content evolves as needed to remain what helps us be what the people around us need us to be.

28 I see this as part of Bernard Williams’s distinction between political realism and political moralism. (Robert Jubb’s essay is helpful here.) As Williams puts it, conditions of trust and cooperation must be settled before we can answer or even ask questions of justice. Perhaps Williams saw justice as narrowly a question of how to divide the pie, in which case questions about how to respect bakers would be prior questions about trust and cooperation but also, arguably, questions about justice in a broader, more dynamic, more realistic sense. But perhaps I quibble here. Probably Williams was also thinking about conditions prior even to broader questions of justice — that is, how to get past a state of Hobbesian war so we can afford to begin talking about what treating each other with respect would involve. See the essays by Matt Sleat and David Miller in particular. See also Bernard Williams, In the Beginning Was the Deed (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005).

29 If there is no political peak, there may yet be moral peaks. We can each have our own mountains to climb — our own destinations — in which case justice arguably needs to be about coordinating on something other than picking the same mountain.

30 See especially the essays by Simon Hope, Andrew Mason, and Gerald Gaus.